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Happy 2018! 
IT’s a brand NEW YEAR! 

We hope that your new year brings positive energy and time to create.  

Polymer Clay Adventure starts now and it’s our most busy time online and so fun because we 
get to enjoy everyone’s reactions to the classes and see what people choose to create first! 

This year, we will have a weekly Rumi-inspired creative prompt in the Tribe. Kira has chosen 52 
quotes and we will follow along each week to see what inspires you to get creative. We can’t 
wait to see the results! 

Enjoy this month’s articles, and be sure to check out the Tribe challenge photos! 

Kira & Ilysa 
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The Great Cake Escape  

Written by Syndee Holt 

This profile is a little different. I’m introducing you to 
someone who just came into the clay world a mere 
2-1/2 years ago.. and she came from the world of 
cake making. 

Christina Whipple is a workaholic. She recalls, “I 
never had a hobby or artistic bent until I had to quit 
work because of depression and COPD. Understand, 
as a workaholic, I worked 10-12 hours a day in 
medical health and rehabilitiation equipment.”  Sound 
familiar to any of you??? Hmmmm?

Once Chris got her illnesses under control, she 
started to look for something to do. I want to share 
her tale of crafting innocence in her words, “One day 
I got a Michaels coupon so I went to the store.  I had 
never been in a craft store in my life. What was I 
going to do with my time?  I saw a cake decorating 
kit with 52 pieces in it I thought -  This is it, I’ll never 
have to buy anything again.” (I nearly fell off my chair 
laughing).   Well, her workaholic syndrome kicked in 
and she had to learn everything she could about 
cake and cupcake making. (I didn’t even know that 

there was a thing called a cake freezer!) She 
explains, “I wasn’t content to just learn a 
little bit, I had to learn it all.  With cake I 
found that there was an almost infinite 
variety of things to do or specialize in.  I 
could still spend years in my field.”

Things went full cycle and she was asked by 
a friend in her cake club (I didn’t know those 
existed either..)  to take over teaching a 
cake class, “It was a privilege and an honor 
to give back, because you sure as heck 
don’t teach for the money!  You get paid for 
the class, but not for the 3-4 days of prep 
and cleanup before and after.  I Just taught 
my last class in October”, Chris explained.  
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The question that had been nagging her was, 
“Why am I spending 12 hours on all these 
roses and mermaids and fondant creations 
when they don’t eat them, they throw them 
away.” Well, that question got answered 2-1/2 
years ago when Chris was visiting Spanish 
Village in Balboa Park in San Diego. She 
recalls, “I saw Shelly Doty’s dragon in Spanish 
Village and I thought, “Oh, you can keep this – 
you don’t throw it away after you eat the rest!”  
I was able to use some of my fondant 
modeling tools for clay and I was so excited – 
all the work and effort and it STAYS. I made 
my first dragon in her class and I’m still proud 
of it.”

She continued, “Fondant is what is most 
related to polymer clay.  It’s a very similar 

medium.  And just like polymer clay, fondant work is totally different around the world.  In the US, it’s 
very similar to clay consistency and what you can do with it “.  (Okay, who knew fondant consistency 
differs around the world?)  Chris also explained that the color palettes used in fondant work are the 
same as color palettes that can be used in polymer clay, “I immediately started transferring my 
fondant techniques to that first dragon.  I still have the dragon, if it had been fondant it would have 
been thrown away.” Chris explained one of the biggest assets of polymer clay, “With polymer clay, if 
I’m in a mindset where I can’t finish it, I can set it down and come back to it days, weeks, months 
later.  If I get distracted by family, obligations, or health, I can come right back to it with full focus.  I 
couldn’t do that with cakes.”  It’s also a low entry barrier to start – basic tools and clay to start.“ (There 
is no 52 piece starting set of existing for polymer clay, but if there was I would buy it!)

I could guess that Chris did her cake work near the 
kitchen, so I asked her where she found space to do 
her clay now?  Her answer surprised me, “Same 
place I did my cakes. Once I made the decision in the 
last couple of months to shut down the cake side of 
my brain and move it over to polymer (not a hard 
decision) I moved all my cake tools away and I do my 
clay in that space. Right now, I have space, so I’m 
going to enjoy it for the 5-10 minutes that I have it!”

When asked what she is doing differently in her clay 
world than she did when she first started she 
immediately responded, “It took me about a year to 
jump around and learn the specific tools.  I can pretty 
much puzzle out how things are put together.  The 
challenges are color and blending.  But the colors, 
especially the Premo line, are so amazing and 
ranged.  Then you add surface techniques like Pearl 
Ex and you double/triple your range of colors.  (She 
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used edible version of this on cake and fondant!)  Once you learn the basics, you can expand and 
create your own style. Try every technique, it may not be something that interesting you, but try it and 
move on.”

Her advice to newbies?  “Go to a local 
clay club or guild because everyone I’ve 
met without exception has been 
generous, giving, welcoming. If you don’t 
have a local guild, find an online 
community.  I find that most people in the 
polymer community are sharing people.” 
She continued, “Oh and definitely get a 
pasta machine motor – it reduces your 
ergonomic load tremendously – I’m still all 
about orthopedics and ergonomics. How 
much is your shoulder worth?”

What does she do when not working on 
her clay? “I’ve been learning Spanish for 
the last 5-6 years. I’ve noticed that the 
people in my classes both language and 
polymer clay are all nurturers in their 
careers of some sort – working to help 
people.  That’s what I like about clay that 
doesn’t happen in cake – the nurturing 
environment.  Chris is still very much a 
mental health advocate as well, “If 
someone calls into work and says that 
they have got a bad cold, haven’t been 
able to get out of bed for 3 days.  They 
are sympathetically advised to rest, eat 
chicken soup,  and get well. But if 
someone calls and says they can’t get out of bed because they are depressed, it’s crickets on the 
other end of the phone. Illness is illness regardless of where it’s located in the body.”

            Visit Syndee Holt for more fun stuff 
  here at her blog:   

 https://synssculpeyblog.wordpress.com/  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Polymer Clay Q&A 
With Kira Slye 

Have other questions? Ask them in the Tribe: www.polymerclaytribe.com  or comment in the discussion area! 
We will feature answers to common questions each month. 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Q: How can I prevent “moonies” or plaquing in my translucent polymer clay?

A: When you bake it, try burying it in baking soda or cornstarch. This should greatly reduce the 
moonies and also increase the translucent quality of the clay.  Thicker pieces of clay can appear to 
have more plaquing, and you can also plan ahead and use it to your advantage- such as when 
making faux stones like Jade, carnelian, or candy quartz- those moonies can look like the veins in 
the stone.

Q: Everyone talks about conditioning… what are some ways to condition my clay really well- 
and how do I know when it’s “done?”

A: Conditioning means kneading. Like bread. You want your clay to be pliable and well mixed. 
Depending on how it comes out of the package (hard or soft) you can try a couple of things. It’s 
“done” when it feels smooth and pliable, not cracking and crumbling, and holds together and can 
stretch. PS- even if it comes out of the pack soft, you still need to knead it to make sure it’s all mixed 
up.

1. Whack it with a hammer. I mean it. Take that package and put it on a surface that won’t mind 
(such as a work table) and whack it in all directions. Then cut it up and start rolling it.

2. Use a rod. Wood or acrylic rolling pins work well. You can begin with step one above, by 
whacking it with the rod, then start rolling. 

3. Use a pasta machine. Lots of PC artists prefer this method. BUT- you’ve got to get your clay 
moving first. Never just grab a chunk of cold clay and roll it through. Refer to step one first.

4. NeverKnead is a great tool. Sure it’s pricey, but it’s also well worth it. I use mine all the time - I 
just open a pack of clay, squish it a couple of times then flatten it, and then it’s ready to roll 
through my pasta machine. 

5. Body heat. You heard me. One time I went through a whole workout at the gym with PC in my 
sports bra. It fell out when I got in the shower. But that clay was warm and ready to rock!
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THE POLYMER CHEF 
            

Verdigris 
The Polymer Chef
by Suzanne Ivester
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Verdigris (rhymes with “third degree”) is the blue-green tarnish on certain metals after they are left 
outside for a long time. It’s often seen on church steeples and the domes of courthouses and capitol 
buildings. The pigment, which results in nature from the action of acetic acid on copper, brass, or 
bronze, is poisonous. But is still used as an industrial fungicide and was once employed as a cure for 
warts. The color of verdigris is both beautiful (calming, like the color of the sea) and versatile. It can 
be combined with a wide range of both warm and cool colors (for example, burnt orange and navy 
blue). The glitter in this recipe underscores the crystalline nature of verdigris, and the tea gives it a 
weathered, rustic look.

Ingredients

3/4 of a 2-oz. package White Translucent Premo! Sculpey® 
1/4 of a 2-oz. package Premo! Turquoise Sculpey®
1/4 of a 2-oz. package Antique Gold Premo! Sculpey®
1 tsp. black tea
1 tsp. gold glitter

To make the “filled beads” shown here, you’ll also need:

Sculpey® Liquid polymer clay, Clear
Gold microbeads

Instructions

Preheat oven to the setting recommended by the clay manufacturer.

1.  Blend the Translucent, Turquoise, and Antique Gold clay with your pasta machine until you have 
an even color. 

2.  Roll a sheet of medium thickness and spread the tea across the surface. Fold the sheet with the 
tea inside, and roll it through the pasta machine again. Repeat until the tea is well blended.

3.   Repeat step 2 with the gold glitter. Your Verdigris polymer clay is now 
ready to go wherever your creativity leads. 

The filled beads shown here were first formed in a plastic candy mold. 
I used a hollow tube to make a hole in the center of each bead and 
cured them in the oven. Then I put a piece of tape on the bottom of 
each one to keep the liquid from running out. I squeezed in a few 
drops of clear liquid Sculpey and then topped it with a layer of 
microbeads. I heated each one with a heat gun for about 45 seconds 
and then continued adding layers until the center holes were filled, 
using the heat gun between layers. Finally, I cured the beads in the 
oven again for 45 minutes. These beads were sanded with 220-, 400-, 
and 600-grit sandpaper.

Visit Suzanne, The Polymer Chef, today for more fun stuff: 
http://thepolymerchef.blogspot.com/  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New Year’s Resolution Notebook  
by Melissa Terlizi

The leftover champagne in the fridge is flat; the brown and balding Christmas trees have been hauled 
to the curb.  And all across America people are squeezing into spandex and lacing up their sneakers.  
It’s New Year’s resolution time, People, and if you are like most folks, your goals for 2018 include 
getting in shape or losing weight.

Experts say the key to success in these things is accountability, and that’s where a good notebook 
comes in handy.  Putting things in writing keeps you honest!  (If I know I must log everything I eat, I’m 
not going to eat cupcakes for breakfast!)  And keeping track of workouts--logging what you do and 
how you feel afterward--is a terrific way to record progress, and keep your motivation strong.

Whatever your new year’s resolutions, consider making a polymer clay notebook to help you keep 
them.  If running shoes aren’t your thing, decorate your cover with some other visual reminder of your 
goal (what does a “Zumba” look like anyway?)  Then keep your finished notebook out in the open 
where you can see it, and it can silently cheer you on.
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Materials

For notebook cover:  Premo! Sculpey® in Graphite Pearl (3 oz.), Black (1 oz.), White (1 oz.)
For shoe decorations:  Premo! Sculpey®  in Wasabi, Black, White, Purple
5 x 7” spiral notebook (look for one with a large spiral because they are better at accommodating the 
thicker clay cover)
Small pliers
Sandpaper (for texture)
Small hole punch or drinking straw
Plastic wrap
Clay blade
Needle tool
Scalpel, or craft knife
Any tool with an interesting texture on the handle
Paper, pencil, parchment or tracing paper
Scissors
Plastic wrap 
Texture sheets, piece of fabric or canvas
Alphabet cutters, molds, or stamps
Black acrylic paint, water, Matte medium (optional)
Paintbrushes
Water, wet/dry sanding sponge or paper
Paper towels
Small piece of scrapbook paper or card stock (optional)
Mod Podge or white glue
Ceramic work tile
Acrylic roller
Pasta machine

Instructions

Condition 1 ½ packages (or ~3 oz.) of Graphite Pearl clay and ½ package each of black and white 
clay.  Combine all the colors together and blend well. 

Roll out a large sheet of this 
clay using your pasta 
machine, and a medium 
thick setting. I have a 
Makin’s® brand machine, 
and used setting #2—my 
sheet was about 2-2.5 mm 
thick. Use the pliers to open 
both ends of the wire on the 
notebook’s spiral.  Carefully 
spin the wire and unwind it 
from the notebook.  Reserve 
the cardboard cover to use 

as a template for your clay, and set the pages and the wire coil aside. 
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Lay the cardboard cover over the clay and cut around the sides with a clay blade.  Remove all the 
excess clay, and texture the sheet with sandpaper.

Lay the template back on top of the clay, then cover it with a sheet 
of plastic wrap.  Use a small circle cutter or drinking straw to punch 
out the holes for the wire.  The plastic wrap will prevent the clay 
from getting stuck inside the straw. 

Remove the wrap and the paper cover.  Slide a clay tissue blade 
very carefully under the clay sheet, and lift it up, taking care not to 
stretch the sides.  All the little circles should have stuck to the tile, 
but if they didn’t, gently poke them out with a needle tool.  Lay the 
cover back down, and square up the sides again.  You won’t need 
to move it again until after it’s baked.

Now it is time to start making 
the shoes!  Draw the shape of 
the bottom of a running shoe 
on paper.  Lay it on your cover 
to make sure you’re happy with the size of it.  Once you have a 
size and shape you like, go ahead and cut it out. (I will include a 
copy of my template, in case you want to use it.)
Here’s where it gets challenging!  Imagine you are a 
shoemaker’s elf, and determine how you would need to cut out 
fabric if it were a real shoe.  I stared at my actual running shoes 
for a long time, until I worked out how I could cut the clay to 
mimic shoe “uppers.”  Then, with that shape in mind, I laid a 
piece of lightweight parchment paper over my “sole” cutout, and 
drew the rest of the shoe pieces overtop the sole.  The first photo 
shows the toe and tongue piece of the shoe.  The second photo 
shows the shoe side and half the heel.  (For the other side of the 
shoe, this piece will be flipped over.)
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With the complicated stuff out of the way, now it’s time to cobble the 
clay shoes together!  If you want you can skip this next step—I added 
texture to the bottoms of my clay shoes because I thought they might 
show.  However, if you arrange the shoes on your notebook cover like 
I did, you won’t be able to see the bottoms!  I rolled mesh texture over 
black clay that had been rolled out on my pasta machine’s thickest 
setting. Then, using a scalpel tool, I cut out the bottoms of my shoes.  
Don’t forget to flip the template over before cutting the matching shoe. 

Running shoes have nice thick cushioning on the soles, so I rolled out 
white clay on my machine’s thickest setting, and folded it in half, so I 
had a double thickness.  I laid the black sole on top of the white stack, and trimmed around all the 
layers with my blade.  

Flip the pieces over, so that the black is on the bottom, and the white on top.  Now we can make the 
shoe uppers.  
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I used Wasabi green clay for my shoes because that 
is the color of my real shoes!  I rolled out a large 
sheet of clay on a medium thickness with my 
machine.  I used setting #4 because it’s thin enough 
to bend easily, but not so flimsy that the shoe won’t 
hold its shape.  Cut out 2 toe pieces—remembering to 
flip the template over between shoes.

Attach the toe pieces to the front of the shoe soles, 
matching up the edges of the uppers to the outside 
edge of the white clay.  Re-roll the green clay out on 
a thinner setting (#5) and, if desired, roll a texture 
sheet over top of it.  I used a piece of artist’s canvas 
to give the clay the look of fabric.  Lay the template 
for the shoe side down on the sheet, and cut out 4 
pieces, flipping the template over after the first 2.  

Lay plastic wrap over the shoe sides and punch 4 
shoelace holes evenly across the front end of each 
one.

Attach the side pieces to the shoe by lining up the front ends with the 
lace holes over the toe piece.  Don’t press the holes down onto the 
tongue.  Use your fingers to attach the sides to the sole of the shoe, 
and overlap the back edges at the heel.
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To add a bit of “thickness” to the opening of the shoe, roll out a thin (less than 1” wide) strip of clay 
(setting #5), and fold it in half over the top edge of the shoe.  Trim even with the front edge by the 
shoelace holes.  I used the same dark gray clay for this that I used to make the base cover.
Decorate your shoes however you wish!  I added square “labels” to the tongue, and purple stripes on 
the sides.

Because there were a few gaps between my green uppers and 
the white soles of the shoes, I added a very thin snake of the 
dark gray clay along the bottom to cover up the uneven edges.

I needed a way to add 
texture to the sides of my 
running shoes, and also to 
flatten the strip of gray clay 
at the base of the shoe.  I 
found a tool with an 
interesting texture on the 
grip, and rolled it over the 
clay all around the sides of 
the shoes.  
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Here is what they look like so far!

Now to add the shoelaces!  There was no way I was going to try and 
feed clay through the tiny holes on the shoes, but it’s pretty easy to 
fake the look.  Starting at the toe side of the laces, lay short strips of 
white clay “laces” between the holes.  

Lay strips inside the shoe, too, so that it looks like the shoelaces go 
in and out of all the holes.

Continue until you get to the last set of holes.

Feed long strips into the last holes, and let them hang loosely down 
the sides of the shoes.
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Place the shoes however you like on the notebook cover, and 
arrange the shoelaces.  Place small pieces of tissue inside 
the shoes, to keep the tongues from flopping down.  Add thin 
strips of clay to the ends of the laces to represent plastic 
shoelace tips.

Use an alphabet mold, stamps, or cutters to create the letters 
for the message on your notebook cover.  Press the letters 
into place.

If desired, add additional 
texture to the cover.  I used 
the end of a Philips head 
screw driver to add “+” shapes 
to the background.

Bake the cover on the ceramic tile.  There are some thick parts to 
this cover, so don’t skimp on oven time!  I baked mine for 45 
minutes at 275 degrees (F).
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You can be done at this point if you like, but I always like to 
add paint to mess things up.  After all, if your running 
shoes are this clean, then you aren’t wearing them 
enough, right? After the cover has cooled completely, mix 
a little black paint and matte medium (optional) with a wet 
paint brush. Paint the entire cover (except for *inside* the 
shoes) with the mixture, and then wipe off as much as you 
can with a damp paper towel. 

If there is a lot of paint clumped inside the laces or the letters, use a different paintbrush with just 
water on it to thin the paint out.  What you want is a wash of black settled down in all the holes and 
textures.  

I added some more watery paint around the base of the shoes and letters to make them stand out a 
bit more.  

It looks a mess, right?  Don’t panic!  Let the paint dry 
completely, and then come back to finish up.

With a little cup of warm water, and a fine sanding 
sponge or a piece of wet/dry sandpaper (~600 grit), go 
over your cover again to restore some of the bright 
green of the shoes and white of the laces.  Work slowly 
and gently, so that you don’t break off any of the 
delicate parts.  Use the sponge to clean the paint off the 
letters, and anything else you want to brighten.
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Here is my finished cover.  The green and white are 
bright again, but there is still “grunge” in the laces, 
and at the base of the shoes.

On the inside the cover is blotchy and shiny where it 
baked on the tile.  Cut out a sheet of decorative 
paper to fit (make sure it doesn’t cover the holes!) 
and glue it to the inside.

Stack your cover and the pages together and line up the holes.  
Roll the spiral back through the cover and the rest of the 
notebook.

Bend the ends of the wire back around the coil, so that they don’t 
stick out.
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Now I realize this isn’t the most practical cover!  The shoes are so 
clunky, the notebook doesn’t come close to lying flat—which means 
that I’ll only be able to write on the fronts of all the pages.  But that’s 
okay--I like it!  It’s a bright, fun reminder to me that I need to stay 
active, and that any resolutions worth baking into clay, are also 
worth honoring all year long. Happy New Year, everybody!
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The Lazy Cane 
by Klio Tsaliki

Although I am not at all a cane person, I am an absolutely jelly roll one! I love rainbow jelly rolls and 
make them very often, even just to relax and enjoy the colors! Almost automatically my hand goes to 
my ripple blade, to cut them and make my favorite swirls. It is something I do almost unconsciously 
after so many years of swirling. This time I cut a couple of slices and then, for some reason I changed 
my mind and tried to put them back! And this is how all happened! I will try to repeat it here and 
explain everything! 

Make a skinner blend of the colors you like. I made a rainbow one, as it is my favorite. In this case I 
didn’t run it many times through the pasta machine, there is no reason for the particular project.

Trim the edges and prepare a thin white sheet of clay to back it!
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Apply the white sheet on the skinner blend 
avoiding the air bubbles between the two clay 
sheets. Roll it to a jelly roll having the white 
layer outside and the skinner blend inside the 
jelly roll

Put your jelly roll standing up on your desk and
press it a bit to stick on the surface because it will
get some pressure and you need it to be stable and
not moving.

With your blade cut off a slice as shown in the
image. The idea is to cut slices of the external
surface vertically moving round the core. Continue
cutting slices.
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You will end up with something like this, some vertical 
slices and a core which you must leave as it is, uncut. 
Put the first slice you cut, back around the core (see the 
photo).

Continue with the second slice overlapping the already 
placed slice with the front edge, as shown in the photo 
(imagine you are making a rose and
the way you put the petals one after the
other).

Put all the slices this way, always overlapping a bit to create the 
look of a rose.

Continue until you have put all the slices back to the jelly roll.

Here is the cane after 
putting back all the 
slices you cut earlier. 
Add thin white layers 
where the inside color 
appears (this happens 
to the slices which 
come from the inner 
part of the jelly roll), to 
get an even white 
color all around external surface of the cane.
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Trim the front part to get a clear view of how
your jelly roll will look.

This is a cane made of a single jelly roll, where I cut the 
vertical slices and then put them back
around the core piece.  

If you want a richer result, you can get more slices either making a thick jelly roll or you can cut your 
original jelly roll in two halves, and then slice them both to make the final cane.

The bigger canes shown in the left side photo 
are made using a longer jelly roll, which I cut 
first in two and then sliced it as mentioned 
above.

The best part is that a cane like this is born 
reduced, son you save all the time and effort 
needed to reduce it.  

Of course, you can reduce it if you want to, 
but generally speaking, a Lazy Cane gets the 
right size since you are just replacing the 
parts of the jelly roll you cut off earlier.

Here is your Lazy Cane! You can now slice it 
normally and make beads or whatever you 
prefer. Depending to your skills you will need 
30-45 minutes to
make it!

Klio Tsaliki
https://www.facebook.com/klio.tsaliki - https://www.etsy.com/shop/1000and1
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Prepared for PURPLE Bracelet
by Cindi McGee

Pantone’s 2018 Color fo the Year is “Ultra Violet” - which means we are going to begin seeing clothing 
everywhere in various shades of bright and bold PURPLE!  Start the new year with a fashion 
accessary which will coordinate with many of those outfits!   A bit of bronze/dark gold accenting tones 
it down just enough so that it would work well with many shades of purple so even if it is not an exact 
color match - it will be a great accent.

Materials
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Sculpey® Souffle™ - Royalty
CreateAlong.com silkscreen - Butterfly Dreams 
CreateAlong.com
Makin’s Professional® Ultimate Clay Machine®
DecoArt® Dazzling Metallics™ paint - Glorious Gold
Chunky bronze chain, bronze jump rings, oversized bronze closure
Jewelry pliers 
Plastic wrap 

Instructions

Roll Royalty purple clay in the clay machine to setting #2 (a little 
more than 1/8” thick). 

Place silkscreen over the rolled clay and screen with dark gold 
paint.  Let the paint dry, and then silkscreen the reverse side.  Let 
dry. 

Place plastic wrap over silkscreened clay.  Use small round 
clay cutter to cut multiple discs.  

Use fingertip to coat the edges of each disc with dark gold mica powder.
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Make a small hole for the jump ring in each disc.  Gently 
manipulate each disc to add bends and curves to each 
disc.  

Bake according to manufacturer instructions.

Add bronze jump rings and attach the discs to the 
chunky bronze chain, add the oversized closure.

http://www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com 
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Mitten Earrings  
by Natalja Ivankova

Christmas may have passed, but winter is still upon us and these easy mitten earrings would be a fun 
accent to wear.  They are a great way to use your clay ”Christmas leftovers“.

Tools and Materials
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Premo! Sculpey® - Green Glitter, White
Rigid blade
Needle
Plastic wrap
Two component epoxy glue
Stud earrings 

Instructions

I was making a Christmas tree but had some some glitter left, 
so I took some of my favourite Premo! Green Glitter clay, put it 
through the medium setting on my pasta-machine and collected 
all the glitter that was left.

Then I covered the sheet with a plastic wrap and cut two little 
hearts

I took off the plastic wrap and corrected the shape with a rigid 
blade.
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Time to make the mittens look more like mittens.  So, I made the 
edges more even with my fingers, but you may use a modeling tool 
as well

Then I took some white Premo! And made a small snake
and attached it on the top of each glove.  With the help of a needle 
make some texture as if they were knitted.

  

Bake at 130C for 30 minutes.
Once cooled, glue the studs with two component epoxy glue.

Share joy and create!

Panarili
www.etsy.com/shop/PANARILI

https://www.flickr.com/photos/in-handmade

https://www.facebook.com/natalja.ivankova
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CRACKLE It! 
A GALLERY OF CREATIVE PROJECTS FEATURING CRACKLE TECHNIQUES 

FROM OUR POLYMER CLAY TRIBE FACEBOOK CHALLENGE
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Join us for the January 
challenge: 


